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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B denote the linear space of all complex polynomials, and let U be the 
linear operator of multiplication by z defined on 8. Let w = {~,},a,, be any 
sequence of positive numbers. Associated with w there is an inner product 
defined on B as follows. For any pair of polynomials p(z) = x:-s a,xn 
and q(z) = &=, bnzn, let 
<A 4h = 5 wddi . (1) 
?3=0 
We then denote by P(w) the completion of 9 relative to this inner product. It is 
convenient to regard H2(w) as being the Hilbert space of formal power series 
f(z) = Czzo a,~ such that 
(2) 
\m=o / 
(The symbolic functional notation will be used in all that follows, regardless of 
whether or not the elements of H2(w) are actually functions.) The linear operator 
U may be extended to a closed, densely defined linear transformation U, on 
H2(w). It is a well known fact (see Halmos [3, p. 491) that lJ, is bounded iff 
+%+1/%1&0 is a bounded sequence. In this case, U,,, is unitarily equivalent to a 
unilateral weighted shift, and all such weighted shifts arise in this fashion. 
The condition that {w,+r/wS, 2 0 be bounded will be tacitly assumed in all that 
follows. 
Let Z be any Hilbert space, and let T be a bounded linear operator on 2. In 
Section 2, we study the operator equation ALI;, = TA. Given a solution A of the 
algebraic equation AU = TA, let A(1) = x. It is shown that A extends to a 
bounded solution of the equation AU, = TA iff <(l - zT)-l x, y) E P(w-l) 
for all y E X, where w-l = (w;‘}~>~ . Moreover, A is a Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator iff (1 - zT)-l x is strongly square-summable relative to w-l. 
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In Section 3, we study the equation TBU, = B. The analysis is similar to that 
of Section 2, although somewhat more complicated. Given a vector x E X, 
we show that there is a bounded solution B to the equation TBU, = B such 
that B( 1) = x iff T(T - xl)-l x has an analytic extension F(x) such that 
(F(z), y} E H*(w-l) for all y E 2. B is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator iff F(z) is 
strongly square-summable relative to w-1. 
In Section 4, the results of Sections 2 and 3 are applied to study the equations 
U$A = AU, and U,*,BU, = B, where w and w’ are positive sequences. We 
show that the latter equation possesses nonzero bounded solutions iff {wnwn’jlaao 
is bounded away from 0, and nonzero Hilbeti-Schmidt solutions iff 
(~/w,w,‘),>~ E P. Explicit conditions for the boundedness of a solution to the , 
equation U$A = AUm are obtained, and a simple characterization of the 
Hilbert-Schmidt solutions is given. 
2. THE EQUATION AU, = TA 
Let T be a bounded operator on the Hilbert space 2. For any positive 
sequence w, we denote by J&,(T) the collection of all bounded linear transforma- 
tions A: P(W) --+ X such that AU, = TA. In this section, we give a complete 
characterization of s4,( T) in terms of the analytic properties of (I - S-l. 
First of all, we observe that for any x E%, there is a linear transformation 
A,: 8-H defined by A,p =p(T) x f or any polynomial p. It is a simple 
matter to show that A, is a solution of the algebraic equation AU = TA, and 
that all solutions to this equation arise in this way. Thus in particular, if 
A E s&(T), A is the extension of some A, to H2(w). For convenience, this 
extension will also be denoted by A,. In this way, there is a natural linear 
embedding of s&(T) into 2. The image of this embedding will be denoted by 
A$( T). Our first result provides a simple description of &Q T). 
THEOREM 1. x E Hf( T) zf ((I - zT)-l x, y) E H2(w-‘) for aZZ y E X, where 
w-1 = {W;l),>o . 
It is to be pointed out that the inclusion ((I - zT)-l X, y) E H2(w-l) is made 
possible by identifying ((I - XT)-l X, y} with its Taylor expansion about the 
origin. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose first hat x E ZW( T). Then there is a constant 
K > 0 such that 
i 
li2 
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for every finite sequence (Q~}:=,, of complex numbers. So in particular, for any 
ys2 and any N>O, we have 




n=O w,l I<T% ~)lp)l’~- 
Since N was arbitrary, it follows easily that 
z. w,’ I<T’k Y>I’ < ~0, 
as was to be shown. 
Conversely, assume that ((1 - xT)-l X, y) E H2(w-l) for every y E z?. Then 
there is a linear transformation C: X -+ H2(w) defined by 
cy= 5 w,‘(y, Tnx) 9, YEif. (3) 
n-o 
Since C is everywhere defined on .%‘, it is a simple consequence of the closed 
graph theorem that C is bounded. We claim that CT* = U,*C. To see that 
this is so, we merely observe that for any y E X, 
CT*y = f wu,l(T*y, T”x) 2” 
T&=0 
= go w,l(y, Tn+‘x) P 
= 2 (%) w;tl<y, Tn+‘x) 2 
?Z=O 
= u,*cy. 
To finish the proof, we show that C* = A,. It suffices to observe that for any 
YES, 
<Y, c*(l)) = <CY, I>, = <Y, x>, 
so that C*(l) = x. The result follows. 
Remark. We point out that the hypothesis that (w,,,/w~},,>,, is a bounded 
sequence actually implies that H2(w-l) is a Hilbert space of analytic functions. 
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Indeed, iffE W(w-l), then the radius of convergence off is at least equal to that 
of the series v(z) = cz=, w~?zn. 
It is a routine exercise to show that 9 has radius of convergence al/K, where 
K = sup,(wo,+l/w,)l~z. Thus if D denotes the largest open disk centered at 0 
on which q~ converges, W(w-l) is a Hilbert space of functions analytic on D. 
Now since (I - XT)-l is naturally analytic in some neighborhood of 0, it 
follows that if x E ZW(T), then ((I - A”)-l X, y) can be continued analytically 
to D for any y E .?P. It follows easily from the linearity properties of the analytic 
continuation that (I - A!‘)-l x itself continues analytically to D. Thus Theorem 
1 in effect states that x E Z,?,(T) iff (I - zT)-l x h as an analytic ontinuation to D 
which is weakly square-summable relative to w- l. On the basis of this, it is natural 
to inquire what in addition can be said about A, if (I - zT)-r x is actually 
strongly square-summable relative to w-l; i.e., 
The collection of all x E X which satisfy this condition is a linear submanifold of 
PW( T), which we denote by PWz( T). The following result characterizes X’?(T). 
THEOREM 2. x E Zw2(T) if A, is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
Proof. -4, is a Hilbeti-Schmidt operator iff A,*A, belongs to trace class. 
We now need only observe that 
TrA,“A, = f (Ar*Az(~~1’2~n), w,~‘~.z~:; 
n=O 
= c w,‘// Tnx /I’. 
n=0 
The result follows. 
It is a rather obvious fact that the linear manifolds HW( T) and ti’“( T) are both 
hypervariant for T. Infortunately, neither S&(T) nor Sw2(T) need be closed, 
proper, or nontrivial. If T is any bounded operator satisfying the condition 
m 
z. wu,“l T”l12 < ~0, (5) 
it is an easy consequence of Theorem 2 that SW”(T) = &‘. On the other hand, 
if the spectrum of T is disjoint from the spectrum of U, , then by a theorem of 
Rosenblum [4], XW(T) = (0). It would be interesting to know if there is any 
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natural class of operators, intermediate between these two extremes, for which 
Z&Q T) is neither trivial nor dense. At present there do not seem to be any 
obvious candidates. 
3. THE EQUATION TBU W = B 
As in Section 2, let T be an arbitrary bounded operator on the Hilbert space 
#. Given any positive sequence w, we denote by aW(T) the collection of all 
bounded linear transformations B: Ha(w) ---f X such that TBU, = B. In this 
section we give a complete characterization of SY,JT) in terms of the analytic 
properties of (T - ~1)-l, As in the previous section, we begin by examining an 
algebraic equation, in this case the equation TBU = B. However, the analysis 
here is not so simple as in the preceding section, inasmuch as the solutions of the 
equation TBU = B are not always determined by a single vector in &?. To 
obtain a typical solution of this equation, it is necessary to be able to produce a 
sequence bJn~o of vectors in % such that X, = TX,,, , n > 0. If such a 
sequence exists, we shall say that x0 has apast relative to T. The vectors x1 , x2 ,... 
will be referred to as the ancestors of x0 . In general, the ancestors of x,, may not be 
uniquely determined by x,, . Indeed, the ancestors of x,, are uniquely determined 
iff 0 has no nonzero past relative to T. In any case, given {x~}~>,, we define a 
linear transformation B,.: B -+ .%’ by 
for any finite sequence {a,},h=, of complex numbers. It is readily seen that Bzn is a 
solution to the equation TBU = B, and that all solutions of this equation arise in 
this fashion. 
As a consequence of these remarks, if B EBB, it follows that B is the 
extension of some B, to H2(w). We shall also denote this extension by B, . 
The following result provides necessary and sufficient conditions under which 
such an extension is possible. 
THEOREM 3. Let (x,},,~ be a sequence of vectors in S’ satisfying the conditions 
xn = TX,,, , n 3 0. Then in order that g5 should extend to ati element of B,( T), 
it is necessary and su$icient hat the seri.& CzXOxnzn converge to an analytic 
function in D which is weakly square-summable relative to w-l. 
Proof. Assume first that B, E cZ#~( T). Then for any finite sequence {uII)z=,, 
of complex numbers, 
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for some constant K > 0. Then exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1, one obtains 
the estimate 
valid for any N 3 0 and any y E A?. Necessity follows. 
Conversely, suppose that 
for all y E 2. Then we may define a bounded linear transformation 
D: 2 + H2(w) by 
Dy= f d(Y, %I> 9. (7) 
?Z=O 
We assert that lJw*DT* = D. For, given any y E .X, we have 
= so WAY> &I> 2
= Dy. 
To finish the proof, it remains to be shown that D* = B, . It suffices to show 
that D*zn = x n, n > 0. To see this, we need only note that for any y E SC?, 
<Y, D*z’? = WY, ~“ho = (Y, G>. 
The result follows. 
Remark. It is a simple matter to observe that the &‘-valued analytic function 
F(x) = Cr=‘=, X,P satisfies the equation (T - z1)F(z) = TX, for all z E D. Thus 
in the event that the resolvent set of T intersects the disk D, the function F(z) 
is an analytic continuation of T(T - zI)-r x0 to D. In this case, F(z) must be 
uniquely determined by x0 , hence also B, is uniquely determined by x0 , in the 
sense that if B is any other member of Add, then B(1) # x0 . In general, of 
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course, the resolvent set of 7’ need not intersect D; in such cases, the above 
analysis fails to hold. However, we have the following 
LEMMA. Given a boundkd operator T on JJ?, the following conditions are 
equivalent :
(i) Every B E 2&(T) is uniquely determined by B(1). 
(ii) If e(z) is an X-valued analytic function in D with (f(z), y) E H2(w-l) 
for every y E SF, and such that T.$(z) = z[(z) for all x ED, then .$ = 0. 
Proof. Assume (i) holds, and let t(z) = Cz=:=, .$,J~ satisfy the conditions 
of (ii). Let {~~}~)a be a sequence satisfying the conditions of Theorem 3, and let 
‘=x,, and x,‘=x,+&,--1, n>l. Then B and B,,, 
SW(T), and B (1) = B (1). Thus [ = 0 for a?n 2 0. 
both belong to 
Conversely, ?f B, , B;f E.?&(T) wi;h x0 = x0’ but x, # x,’ 
set 5(z) = Cl, (x~*- xJ) P, 
for some n 3 1, 
and observe that ,$ satisfies the conditions of (ii). 
As a particular consequence of this result, we observe that every B E~IJT) 
will be completely determined by B(1) ‘f 1 a single point of D does not belong to 
the point spectrum of T. An illustration of nonuniqueness is provided by the 
most classical of all examples. Let lJ, = S, the standard shift on Hz, and let 
T = S*. Then aw( T) is the class of Toeplitz operators. (See Halmos [3].) It is an 
obvious fact that a Toeplitz operator is not completely determined by its action 
on 1. In this case, one can choose s(z) = (1 - z&i, 1 z j < 1. 
The final result of this section is a simple analog of Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 4. Bzn is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator isf Cr=,, w;’ 11 x, 112 < 00. 
The proof of this is left to the reader. In the case of the previous example, we 
observe on account of this result that ~~~,, w;l(I X, /I2 < co if? X, = 0 for all 
n > 0. 
In the case when U, and T are contractions, the equation TBU, = B is 
accessible by means of previous results obtained by Douglas [l] from an entirely 
different point of view, and using methods entirely different from those of the 
present paper. 
4. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
Given a pair of positive weight sequences w and WI, a bounded linear trans- 
formation A: P(w) -+ H2(w’) will be called (w, w’)-Hanhel if U$A = AU,. 
A bounded linear transformation B: H2(w) + H2(w’) will be called (w, w’)- 
Toeplitz if U$BU;, = B. In this section, we apply the foregoing results to 
study (w, w’)-Hankel and (w, w’)-Toeplitz operators. We begin with an exami- 
nation of the latter. The following result provides some basic information. 
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THEOREM 5. (a) The equation U$BU, = B has a bounded nonxeyo solution 
B isf the sequence (~/w,w,,‘},~~ isbounded. 
(b) The equation U$BU, = B has a nonzero Hilbert-Schmidt solution B 
$7 UIwnwn’~n~O E 1’. 
Proof. (a) Suppose jirst that {l/w,w,‘)+,, is bounded. Let h,(z) = 
(l/w,‘) z”, n > 0. Then h,(z) = U$ha+l(z), n > 0. Moreover for any g(x) = 
x;=, b,zz? E H2(w’), 
go w,l I& ,g>w, I2 = 5 w,’ I bn I2 
?L=O 
= ,c, & wn’ I b, 1’ 
< const Ij g ii:,, < co. 
Thus by Theorem 3, B,,, is bounded. 
Conversely, suppose that Bw( U$) is nontrivial. Then it is a routine matter to 
show that A+JU$) contains an operator Bf such that fo(0) # 0. Let f&z) = 
Cz-, a,z?. Then for each n 2 0, f%(z)“= (wo’/w,‘) a&” + .*. . Now for 
h 2 0, let gk(z) = (I/w,‘)~/~ 9. By the proof of Theorem 3, there is a constant 
K > 0 such that 
f. w,l Kf9a >&>d I2 G K l/g, lli~ G K 
for all k 3 0. Thus in particular, for all k > 0, we have 
K 2 wkl Kfk 3 &h* I2 = (wd)2 I 00 12/YPs’. 
The result follows. 
(b) If (l/w,w,‘),=, E P, one readily computes that 
where h, is as in (a). Thus by Theorem 4, Bn, is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
Conversely, suppose 5#J U$) contains a nonzero Hilbert-Schmidt operator. 
Then A&( U$) contains a Hilbert-Schmidt operator Bf, with fo(0) # 0. We now 
need only note that 
00 > f G’ llfn IIS Z n$o w2 (wd ($)” I a0 I’) 
12=0 
= (~01)~ I aa I2 z. A. 
The theorem is proved. 
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As a particular consequence of part (a) of Theorem 5, we may observe that the 
existence of a nonzero bounded solution to U$BU, = B implies that no such 
solution is uniquely determined by its action on 1. Indeed, if (l/w,w,‘),,,, is 
bounded, the operator B = U$Bhn, where h, is as defined above, satisfies the 
condition B(1) = 0. This property is a direct analog of the corresponding 
property of ordinary Toeplitz operators. However, in general, the behavior of 
the equation U$BUW = B is very drastically dependent upon the sequences w 
and w’, and solutions may exhibit properties totally alien to those of ordinary 
Toeplitz operators. For example, on account of the remark following Theorem 3, 
if either U, or U,, is quasinilponent, no nonzero bounded solutions exist. As a 
direct consequence of Theorem 5, the same is true if both U, and VW* are 
subnormal, contractive, and at least one of them is not similar to the standard 
(unweighted) shift; see [2]. Thus in particular, if w,’ = w, = (n + I)-’ (in 
which case H2(w) is the Bergman space), the equation U,*BU, = B has no 
nonzero bounded solutions. On the other hand, if wn’ = w,’ = n + 1 (in 
which case P(w) is the space of functions with finite Dirichlet integral), there 
exists an infinity of nonzero Hilbert-Schmidt solutions to the equation 
rr,*BU, = B. 
We turn next to a brief examination of (w, w’)-Hankel operators. In this case, 
the existence of nonzero bounded solutions is guaranteed in all instances. 
Indeed, on applying Theorem 1, we find that iff(x) = Cc=‘=, u,zn E P(w’), then 
f generates a bounded (w, w’)-Hankel operator iff the estimate 
holds for every g(z) = Cm= b n o ,x” E H2(w’), where K > 0 is some constant 
depending only on f. Thus in particular, we may note that any polynomial 
always generates a bounded (w, w’)-Hankel operator for any choice of w and w’. 
Aside from this observation, of course, the estimate (8) remains fairly intractable 
from the point of view of applications. It is possible to extract a variety of 
necessary conditions for boundedness by inserting certain cleverly chosen g’s 
into (8). However, such diversions are left to the caprice of the individual 
reader. The more interesting (and less trivial) problem of how to transform (8) 
into something more manageable awaits solution. 
A considerably simpler problem (and hence more suitable to this brief discus- 
sion) is to determine a tractable characterization of those (w, w’)-Hankel opera- 
tors which are Hilbert-Schmidt operators. Applying Theorem 2, we see that 
f(z) = Cl, a,zn E P(w’) generates a Hilbert-Schmidt (w, w’)-Hankel operator 
iff 
j. 4 f $y I Un+k I2 = go (wn72($o *) I% I2 -=z co. (9) 
n=o 12 
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Thus in effect, A, is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator iff f E H2(W), where W = 
{Wnla~o , and 
In the familiar case of Hankel operators on H2, w, = w,’ = 1, and (9) asserts 
the familiar fact that A, is Hilbert-Schmidt iff has finite Dirichlet integral. As a 
less familiar illustration, we consider the case of the Bergman space, w,,, = w,’ = 
(n + 1)-l. Here we obtain 
w,= l I)” 2 (k + 1) (n - k + 1) = nzSln5; ; 6 N n+ 
(n T k-0 
as 72-E. 
Thus in the case of the Bergman space, the result is the same as in the case of 
H2: A, is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator iff  has finite Dirichlet integral. 
As another illustration, we consider the case w, = w,’ = n + 1 (in which 
instance Hz(w) is the space of functions with finite Dirichlet integral). In this 
case, 
&n+ lj2 f 1 - N 2(n + 1) log(n -t 1) 
(n + 2) k=O k + 1 
as ?I‘-+ to. 
Thus in this case, A, is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator iff 
g(n + 1) lo& + 1) I an I2 < KJ. 
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